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The Old TestamentThe Old TestamentThe Old TestamentThe Old Testament

The Old Testament tends to present special difficulties because of the gaps involved:
familiarity gap, time gap, culture gap, application gap.  It takes place in very ancient times, and is
very unfamiliar to us.  The history and culture are so different, and so the OT books are  sometimes
hard to understand or relate to.  And because we have difficulty relating to the OT writings, we don’t
know what to do with them — how to apply them today.  Thus we tend to have some misconceptions
about the OT, such as:

• irrelevant and inapplicable to us and our spiritual lives today
• presents a different God from the New Testament — unapproachable and vengeful
• nothing about grace or Christ — just works 
• disconnected from New Testament 

However, it is necessary for us to study the Old Testament, because...
• it’s God’s word
• it still has relevance for today 
• it is the basis for the New Testament
• the OT looks forward to the NT, the NT looks back to the OT
• it is necessary for understanding the New Testament

And contrary to popular misconception, the Old Testament theology is not radically different
from New Testament theology.  The Old Testament God is not different from the New Testament
God; both testaments present the same God of love and justice.  In fact, the Old and New Testaments
comprise a literary and theological unity:

• same God
same primary character and protagonist
OT and NT both reveal God’s character, deeds, values, relationships with people, His
requirements; and in contrast, human nature and spiritual needs 

• same salvation and faith 
• same covenant theology, in ever expanding scope 

(redemptive history in OT and NT)
• Old Testament testifies to coming Messiah
• complimentary nature of law and gospel 
• the church = Abraham’s children, a continuation and expansion of Israel

Covenant
‘Testament’ is another word for covenant, which is a foundational idea to biblical theology,

especially to the teachings of the Old Testament.  Some of the cultural and historical gaps in our
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understanding of the OT come from a lack of understanding of this key concept.  The covenant
concept starts in Genesis and finds its ultimate fulfillment in Revelation.  And the terms ‘Old’ and
‘New’ Testament do not mean two different covenants, but differing administrations, so to speak,
of the same covenant given by God.  

God revealed Himself to people in the Bible in ways that they could understand, and one
means that He used for this was the concept of covenant.  This was a common part of Ancient Near
Eastern culture, something that everyone back then would have understood.  A covenant is a formal
agreement (treaty) between two parties that establishes the terms of the relationship. It could be a
treaty between two nations, especially between a stronger and a weaker nation; it could be a contract
between two individuals, like for business purposes or defining their relationship.  The concept of
covenant underlies much of the Old Testament, especially the Pentateuch.  Understanding this
concept is crucial to understanding the OT, and its relation to the OT.  God adapted this concept as
a means of communicating to ancient people who He is and His requirements.  ANE covenants had
the following characteristics:

• definition of parties and relationship between parties
• terms, conditions, and norms of agreement
• ritual acts essential to ratification
• often unilaterally imposed by a superior party upon an inferior party
• sometimes an alliance of equal powers (parity treaty) 

The covenant form was used in ANE treaties, constitutions, marriage contracts, and business
or trade agreements.  Often the king of a dominant country (the overlord or suzerain) imposed a
treaty upon a weaker state (vassal).  ANE covenants typically had the following components and
structure:

1. identification of covenant giver
The party imposing or giving the covenant is identified, and their relationship to the vassal or second
party is defined.  

2. historical prologue 
The history of the covenant giver and the relationship is described, including the suzerain’s goodness
and benefits bestowed upon the vassal, so the vassal is induced to gratitude and obedience to the
suzerain.

3. stipulations
Terms of the treaty are stated in if...then statements, according to case law format.  Some common
stipulations included: the vassal could not make covenants with other countries; the vassal had to
pay taxes or tribute to the suzerain. 

4. provision for deposit and public reading
The written treaty was to be deposited in the temple of the vassal state, so it would be regarded as
sacred, and would be incorporated into the laws of the vassal state.  The treaty was to be read aloud
on regular occasion to inform and remind people of the vassal state about their obligations (as the
king, nation, and people were under the covenant).

5. list of witnesses to the treaty
ANE treaties invoked all deities of both countries as witnesses, as well as deified elements of the
natural world — heaven, earth, mountains, etc .

6. blessings and curses
Results of obedience and disobedience are spelled out for the vassal.  

7. ratification 
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Rituals, ceremonies, or oaths were specified to formally ratify the treaty.  Rituals were signs or
symbols of the covenant.  Often animal sacrifice served as a ritual symbol.  In sacrificing an animal,
the vassal identified himself with the animal — so shall he be if he violates the covenant.  Sometimes
a meal was eaten together, often consisting of the sacrifice animal.  Sometimes sons and daughters
were given in marriage.

8. imposition of curses
Punishment for disobedience was to be imposed by force upon the vassal.

unfolding of the OT covenant:  Various aspects of covent theology are revealed to Adam & Eve
(Gen 3), Noah (Gen 6f), Abraham (Gen 12, 15, 17), Moses (Sinai), and David; renewals of the
covenant also occur with Josiah (2 Kings 22-23) and Nehemiah (Neh. 9).  The New Testament tells
of the “new covenant”, or the new form or administration of the covenant.  God provides the ultimate
sacrifice to fulfill the covenant; the OT covenant signs are replaced by baptism and communion.  

covenant element OT analog
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The canon. 
The term canon refers to the collection of books that make up our bible.  We can divide the

canons of the OT and NT as follows:

Christian canon:
1. Pentateuch [Genesis — Deuteronomy]
2. historical books [Joshua — Esther]
3. wisdom [Job — Songs]
4. prophets: 

major prophets [Isaiah — Daniel]
minor prophets [Hosea — Malachi]
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5. New Testament  (gospels/historical, epistles, apocalypse)

Jewish canon: 
Law [Genesis — Deuteronomy]
Prophets 

former prophets (history of prophets, books about the prophets)  [Joshua — Kings]
latter prophets (words of prophets, books by the prophets)  [Isaiah — Malachi]

Writings (wisdom, poetry, and historical writings)

Canon and covenant.
The different books of the Bible and the different parts of the biblical canon correspond to

the covenant theology in some way, as each part of the canon plays some function in the divine
covenant.

Law
Genesis, Exodus, Numbers
Leviticus
Deuteronomy

covenant history
establishment and expansion of  the covenant
covenant regulations and symbols
repetition of covenant

Former Prophets
Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, Chronicles

enforcement and contemporary application of the
covenant

Latter Prophets
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Hosea—Malachi

enforcement and contemporary application of the
covenant

Writings
some historical books (Ezra, Nehemiah,
Esther), wisdom literature (Job, Psalms,
Proverbs...), Daniel

implications of covenant
historical outworking of covenant

New Testament
gospels 
Acts
epistles
Revelation

the covenant’s fulfillment in Jesus Christ
expansion to whole world 
practical implications
full future realization


